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Abstract—This paper concerns the development of low-cost 

solutions to address challenges in digital manufacturing (DM). 

Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) are a promising 

approach for addressing the requirements of a low-cost DM 

architecture. Interaction between services in a SOA is facilitated 

by a connectivity technology, i.e., a framework for interoperable 

data exchange between heterogeneous participants. We review 

a variety of connectivity technologies according to their 

suitability for use in an SME manufacturer’s production 

environment, and we assess how they have been integrated into 

past architectures. We then provide insights into an incremental 

and modular architecture for manufacturing SMEs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Low-Cost Digital Manufacturing 

Digital Manufacturing (DM) in its broadest terms refers to 

the application of digital information (from multiple sources, 

formats, and owners) for the enhancement of manufacturing 

processes, supply chains, products and services. This paper 

focusses on the development of very low-cost solutions to 

address aspects of digital manufacturing challenges. By low-

cost digital manufacturing in this paper, we refer to the 

development of digital solutions to meet specific operational 

needs and for which the total cost of deployment (purchase, 

integration, installation and operation) is kept low.  

 

We specifically focus on the use of low-cost digital solutions 

by manufacturing SMEs (Small to Medium Enterprises), who 

not only desire to keep equipment/development/deployment 

costs low but also require that solutions be simple to deploy 

and maintain. In particular, we consider opportunities for 

exploiting off the shelf technologies and openly available 

software in addressing these joint goals of simplicity and low 

cost. 

B. An Architecture for Low-Cost DM 

For a manufacturing SME there are several requirements for 

a low-cost DM architecture. First, DM solutions should be 

self-sufficient, and the architecture needs to be incremental 

and modular so that an SME can start with a single DM 

solution (e.g. order tracking) and then progressively add 

further solutions as their digital demands require and capital 

expenditure allows. Solution self-sufficiency is key since the 

cost of installing auxiliary infrastructure is a major deterrent. 

Second, the architecture should be flexible, so that there are 

no restrictions on the order in which solutions are added to an 

SME’s manufacturing environment. Third, the architecture 

should encourage synergy between solutions so that each 

solution can provide additional features or performance by 

interacting with other solutions when they are present in the 

architecture. This synergistic interaction and data sharing is a 

key advantage of the DM paradigm. Fourth, the architecture 

needs to be interoperable with existing legacy equipment 

found in an SME’s production environment. Finally, the 

architecture needs to be self-configuring; the ability for the 

architecture to configure itself reduces expert consultation 

costs. 

C. A Service Oriented Approach to a Low-Cost DM 

Architecture 

Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) are a promising 

approach for addressing the requirements of a low-cost DM 

architecture. A SOA is an architectural framework in which 

complex systems are built from autonomous, interoperable 

services [1]. Each service provides device-specific 

functionality that is exposed through a well-defined interface. 

Service autonomy is expected to satisfy the low-cost DM 

architecture’s solution self-sufficiency requirement and 

should facilitate modularity. Service interoperability is 

expected to provide flexibility and facilitate integration with 

legacy systems. 

 

Interaction between services in a SOA is facilitated by a 

connectivity technology (Fig. 1). A connectivity technology 

is here understood as a communication framework that 

enables interoperable data exchange between heterogeneous 

participants [2]. In this paper, we review a variety of 

connectivity technologies according to their suitability for 

use in an SME manufacturer’s production environment, and 

we assess how they have been integrated into past 

architectures. We then provide insights into an incremental 

and modular architecture for manufacturing SMEs. 

 
Fig. 1. Role of a connectivity framework in a SOA 

D. Paper Outline 

This paper is organised as follows. We begin by presenting a 

set of preliminary requirements for a connectivity technology 

in the context of a low-cost digital manufacturing SOA. We 

then review relevant connectivity technologies against these 

requirements, which is followed by an assessment of the 

current approaches to integrating such technologies. Finally, 

we provide insights into a low-cost architecture for 

manufacturing SMEs and draw conclusions. 



II. CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGIES FOR LOW-COST DM 

A. A Preliminary Set of Requirements 

A SOA requires certain core functionalities within a 

connectivity technology. These functionalities include: 

addressing, each service has a unique address with which it 

can be referenced; discovery, the ability for services to find 

other required services; service metadata exchange, a 

description of the capabilities offered by a service; and 

messaging, for services to interact with one another [3]. 

 

To meet the requirements of a low-cost DM architecture 

some of these requirements need to be refined and other 

further requirements need to be added. These requirements 

are separated into necessary and preferred requirements. The 

necessary requirements are as follows: addressing and 

metadata exchange, unchanged; discovery, performed in a  

decentralised manner (i.e. using multicast mechanisms) for 

early stages of incremental implementation with the option of 

installing one or more centralised providers as the 

architecture grows; messaging, synchronous for control and 

asynchronous for events (ideally including a publish-

subscribe mechanism for flexibility); and based on open 

standards, to avoid vendor lock-in and to improve 

interoperability with legacy systems. 

 

Preferred requirements are not optional from a system 

perspective; however, they are aspects that can be 

implemented at an application level within services if the 

connectivity framework does not support them. The preferred 

requirement is security to provide authentication (validation 

of message sender and contents), authorisation (permissions 

required to perform specific actions) and confidentiality 

(prevent unintended recipients from viewing message 

contents). 

B. Key Connectivity Technologies 

We now discuss the key connectivity technologies that meet 

our connectivity requirements outlined in the previous 

section. We discuss three ‘full-fledged’ connectivity 

technologies: Object Linking and Embedding for Process 

Control Unified Architecture (OPC-UA), Device Profile for 

Web Services (DPWS), and Universal Plug and Play (UPnP). 

 

OPC-UA [4] is a lightweight client-server communication 

protocol which originated from a collaboration between some 

leading automation suppliers. Consequently, OPC-UA 

software libraries seem to be available for some of the major 

operating systems, PLC brands, and programming languages, 

though not always as open source. An OPC-UA server 

provides services using a standard (object-oriented) interface 

which cannot be modified by the user. To this end, a service 

request made by a client can have an arbitrary number of 

input and output parameters. Nonetheless, OPC-UA does 

provide a mechanism for clients to discover relevant services 

offered by servers via ‘service signatures’. Other relevant 

features include recent support for the publish-subscribe 

protocol (via OPC-UA PubSub), and secure communication 

via authentication, authorisation, and encryption. However, 

OPC-UA cannot be used as a protocol for real-time 

(deterministic) communication, though some work is being 

done to improve this, e.g. by making OPC-UA RESTful [4].  

 

Like OPC-UA, DPWS [5] is a client-server communication 

protocol developed by Microsoft, which is being used in 

industrial automation as part of the Web Services for Devices 

(WS4D) initiative. DPWS defines a minimal set of protocol 

features from web service standards -- such as addressing, 

discovery, and security -- that must be implemented by 

(possibly resource constrained) devices for them to be 

deemed DPWS compliant. Unlike OPC-UA, DPWS allows 

the specification of user defined service signatures using 

XML -- and for these services to be discovered by DPWS 

clients. Low latency communication between devices is 

currently limited by the verbosity of DPWS’s XML 

encoding, though there is work being done to improve this 

using binary XML [6].  
 

UPnP [7] is a client-server communication protocol 
established by the UPnP Forum, comprising diverse member 
industries, for the promotion of manufacturer-independent 
device interconnectivity. Unlike its successor DPWS, which 
is aimed at industrial devices, UPnP is more suited for small 
home and business networks that connect appliances, 
wireless devices, and PCs. However, UPnP may well suit 
certain industrial networks or parts thereof, such as a 
subnetwork comprising a PC and some wireless sensors that 
monitor CNC machines. Unlike DPWS, UPnP is not based 
exclusively on web-service standards but supports features 
such as addressing and decentralised service discovery.  

C. Other Relevant Connectivity Technologies 

In this section we discuss the remaining connectivity 

technologies in the literature that meet the requirements in 

Sec. II-A, and summarise these technologies in Table 1. The 

table also lists some popular features that are not part of our 

requirements. 

TABLE I.  SUMMARY OF OPEN SOURCE CONNECTIVITY 

TECHNOLOGIES (ADAPTED FROM [8]) 

 
 

The Data Distribution Service (DDS) [2], maintained by the 

Object Management Group, is a robust technology for real-

time communication between devices. DDS allows user 

defined quality of service (QoS) parameters such as how 

much historical data should be stored, and the maximum 

latency when delivering data. DDS is available as open 

source under certain conditions (e.g. university licenses), and 

it has been used in a diverse range of domains including 

aerospace, defence and manufacturing. DDS implements a 

‘publish-subscribe’ interaction pattern for sending and 



receiving data, events, and requests between 

hardware/machines. Machines or components that produce 

information (i.e., the publishers) create messages related to 

‘topics’ such as temperature, pressure and vibration, and 

publish data to topics. DDS can quickly and deterministically 

deliver the data to subscribers that have registered with those 

topics.  

 

MTConnect [8] is a 'read-only' protocol built for data 

acquisition from machines and devices, and the streaming of 

data via a REST interface from the shop floor up to higher 

level systems such as databases. To this end, MTConnect 

'servers' represent devices, and higher level systems use 

MTConnect 'clients' to stream device data at a sample rate 

that is determined by the application (though not in real-

time). Device data is represented in XML, using an extensible 

schema provided by MTConnect; the schema can be 

customised by the user to model device specific data, while 

re-using standard MTConnect-defined data elements. 

MTConnect does not inherently support security features 

such as authentication before data retrieval, but such features 

could be added by implementing them as part of a separate 

software layer. Finally, while MTConnect does provide 

client-server features, it does not support full-fledged service 

orientation, e.g. the ability for two higher level systems to 

discover each other and communicate. 

Besides the open source technologies discussed in Table 1, 

there are some proprietary ones that may well be affordable 

to some SMEs. In particular, the National Instruments Shared 

Variable Engine (SVE) is a software framework that allows 

variables to be exposed by devices, discovered by other 

devices, and shared between devices [8]. Like the DDS, SVE 

allows fast data acquisition from devices, as well as data 

logging, distribution, routing and data replication; data is 

shared by publishing them to software components that 

subscribe to the data. Importantly, experiments show that 

SVE can meet (hard) real-time requirements [10]; it is 

therefore a viable platform for monitoring and distributing 

real-time field-level data. Some of the other relevant 

proprietary technologies include WinCC [11] by Siemens, 

the mBS SDK [12] by ProSyst (recently acquired by Bosch), 

dataFEED [13] by Siemens, and the Integration Bus 

Manufacturing pack [14] by IBM. 

III. CURRENT APPROACHES TO INTEGRATING DM 

TECHNOLOGIES 

We now describe how past work in DM has used some of the 
connectivity technologies discussed above for the purpose of 
connecting hardware and software components into an 
integrated manufacturing environment. 

A. Incrementally Migrating Legacy Devices 

An important aspect of migrating a legacy manufacturing 

environment has been to associate the relevant devices such 

as PLCs, and (non-connectivity) software components such 

as databases and data analytics tools, to connectivity 

technologies. As an example, [13] use the Siemens dataFEED 

hardware module to associate a Siemens PLC with an OPC-

UA server. The server is accessed by an OPC-UA client, 

which publishes the data to an Azure cloud platform for 

analytics. On the other hand, [6] directly 'wrap' PLCs and 

robots as OPC-UA services (without the use of extra 

hardware). The services publish extracted data, which higher 

level software services subscribe to. Similarly, [15] wrap a 

Siemens CNC machine using an OPC-UA server in an 

industrial aerospace drilling application. The CNC data from 

spindle and motion drives is transmitted at 10 samples per 

second to an OPC-UA client, which in turn wraps a 

MATLAB application that is used for assessing hole making 

quality.  

Since 10 samples per second might not be acceptable in 

applications requiring real-time response, [15] suggest using 

an industrial Ethernet protocol such as Profibus, in order to 

get faster sample rates of up to 100 samples per second. This 

motivates the need for larger wrappers, representing an entire 

industrial (real-time) subnetwork, such as a network 

comprising a PLC connected to a group of field devices. The 

wrapper would correspond to one connectivity technology, 

representing a service interface for higher level applications.  

As noted in the IMC-AESOP project [16], it is not always 

desirable to digitalise an entire legacy facility, particularly if 

doing so might be too disruptive or risky. In addition, 

digitalisation should be carried out incrementally, by starting 

with the least 'sensitive' parts of the facility, e.g. software 

applications and databases, and then moving on to the more 

sensitive parts, e.g. those that need to be retrofitted with 

sensors. While doing the latter, disruption to processes could 

be mitigated by using non-intrusive sensors for diagnostics 

and monitoring [17], such as wireless sensors that are based 

on the EXI and CoAP technologies. EXI (Efficient XML 

Interchange) and CoAp (Constrained Application Protocol) 

target resource-constrained  devices (e.g. sensors); the former 

provides a format for data interchange and the latter offers a 

communication protocol over IP networks using the REST 

architectural style [18].  

B. Incrementally Bridging Connectivity Technologies 

Since a manufacturing SME may have a preference for some 

connectivity technologies over others, e.g. because their 

factory PLCs only support OPC-UA, or because they are 

already using MTConnect for data collection, the most 

appropriate integration strategy appears to be to use any 

number of suitable connectivity technologies in the 

manufacturing environment, and to incrementally link them 

via ‘bridges’. A bridge is a software module -- possibly 

coupled with a standalone hardware module (e.g. dataFeed 

[13]) -- that performs protocol (including data and message) 

translation between two connectivity technologies in order to 

enable communication.  

 

There are a number of approaches that advocate the use of 

bridges in the context of SOAs for manufacturing. In 

particular, [9] stream field device data using bridges to 

translate from Modbus, Serial, MQTT and other protocols to 

OPC-UA specific data structures. In the SOCRADES project 

[19], devices are integrated with ERP systems by using 

bridges between DPWS and OPC-UA clients and servers. 

Similarly, [20] propose using bridges between OPC-UA and 



DPWS services in order to enable communication between 

networks that only use one or the other. There are also bridges 

between OPC-UA and SVE [21], and efforts to create a 

bridge between OPC-UA and DDS [22]. Perhaps most 

importantly, bridging between connectivity technologies, as 

opposed to supporting a single connectivity standard, is also 

recommended by the Industrial Internet Consortium [2]. 

IV. A PRELIMINARY ARCHITECTURE FOR LOW-COST DM 

Based on the integration strategies discussed above, we 

suggest the use of an incremental architecture for low-cost 

DM, based on open source connectivity technologies, low-

cost hardware and software components (e.g. cloud based 

data analytics tools), wrappers for legacy as well as newly 

added components, and bridges between connectivity 

technologies. The most suitable set of connectivity 

technologies for the architecture should be chosen based on 

the needs of the specific SME’s manufacturing environment. 

Fig. 2 depicts a possible instance of the architecture that we 

propose, set in the context of the ISA-95 industrial 

automation hierarchy [23]. The instance comprises some 

connectivity technologies (within blue circles), some low 

level industrial communication protocols (within a green 

circle), and some database technologies (within an orange 

circle). Each database technology is wrapped within exactly 

one DPWS server, and each connectivity technology can be 

added incrementally, for example by first wrapping the 

CouchDB database within a DPWS server (possibly after first 

installing the database on a local private network), as this 

would be the least disruptive step, then wrapping the field 

device within a DDS service, and then bridging DDS with 

OPC-UA.  

 

Fig. 2. An instance of our architecture (adapted from [2,16]). 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a preliminary set of mandatory and 

preferred connectivity requirements for integrating low-cost 

solutions for manufacturing SMEs. Based on a review of the 

current state-of-the-art, we provided an assessment of the 

main connectivity technologies in meeting these 

requirements. Finally, we reviewed existing strategies to 

integrating DM technologies, and proposed a preliminary 

architecture for low-cost DM, that incorporates wrappers and 

bridges for integrating technologies. 
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